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Abstract

Paternalism is a relationship where a person usually in a powerful position helps

someone below him in the pecking order. Alston and Ferrie disparage this practice, and the

author criticizes them for this unwarranted stance. The latter also maintains, vis a vis the

former, that the mechanization of southern U.S. agriculture was not responsible for the rise

of the welfare state in that country.
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Resumo

O paternalismo é um relacionamento em que uma pessoa, geralmente em uma po-

sição poderosa, ajude a alguém abaixo. Alston e Ferrie depreciam essa prática, e o autor

os critica por causa dessa infundada posição. O autor também afirma que a mecanização

da agricultura do sul dos EUA não foi responsável pela ascensão do estado de bem-estar

nesse país.

Palavra-chave: Paternalismo.
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1 – Introduction

Under the above title, Alston and Ferrie (1993, hereafter AF) set themselves

two main tasks. First, explicitly, as the title of their paper indicates, they attempt to

explain the growth of the welfare state. Their reasoning is that the rise of mechani-

zation in southern agriculture in the mid 20th century supplanted the paternalistic

labor market that had been in place there since the end of slavery in the mid 19th

century. This, in turn, they maintain, reduced previous southern political opposi-

tion to the new welfarist dispensation, since the representatives of this region

acted as agents of the rural elites, and they no longer feared substitutes for pater-

nalism such as the welfare state. The line of causation, then, runs from exoge-

nously introduced mechanization of southern farms to the end of the demand for

paternalistic labor markets on the part of rural elites, to a cessation of opposition to

national welfare programs which had been successfully opposed before mechani-

zation, but not afterward.

The second task these authors set themselves is a far more implicit one: to

disparage, criticize, demean, and otherwise call into question in every way they

can the ancient and honorable practice of paternalism.

They offer a very interesting set of theses. The first is addressed to a very

pivotal epoch in our history, the second to a very important philosophical and mo-

ral issue. Both thus deserve critical examination. This comment will put forth alter-

native explanations and criticize several aspects of their analysis, roughly in the

order as presented in their paper.

Let us consider the second, minor claim first, before dealing with the major

historical exegesis. AF are very bitter about paternalism. They never come out

and explicitly castigate it per se on moral grounds (such sentiment would of course

be wildly misplaced in a scholarly journal dedicated to value free economic analy-

sis) but they do everything short of that to place this institution in an unfavorable

light. For example, they wax eloquent about the evils of the social control imposed

upon the black tenant farmers of the south, which is an element of paternalism.

This is in sharp contrast to the outrages of the physically coercive abuses heaped

upon these people which were not paternalistic, in that there was no claim, implicit

or explicit, that they were for the blacks’ own good.
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2 – Paternalism

AF start off, properly enough, by defining “paternalism.” In their view, it is

“an implicit contract whereby workers exchange dependable labor services for a

variety of goods and services” (852).1 These latter consisted of “credit, housing,

medical and old-age assistance,... protections from acts of violence” (852), “edu-

cation, old age security, and welfare” (853), “improved housing, garden plots, fire-

wood, and plantation schools and churches” (855), “payment of doctor’s bills, the

establishment and maintenance of schools and churches, ... various unspecified

forms of entertainment, ... pa(yment of) legal fines ... parole sponsors” (856), “in-

terceding in commercial transactions, obtaining medical care, providing influence

or money to bail a son out of jail or settling family disputes” (857).

This rather narrow conception of paternalism concentrates solely on em-

ployment. In contrast, the dictionary (Webter’s, 1957) defines the term more inclu-

sively as “the principle or system of governing or controlling a country, group of

employees, etc., in a manner suggesting a father’s relationship with his children.”

Here, a strong element of benevolence is implied; at the very least, an act which is

patently malevolent could never be counted as paternalistic.

What are we to make of the following quotations, then, in this regard:

The planters increasingly offered protection to their faithful black workers

as the social and legal environment became more hostile to blacks – a

hostility which, over several decades, the white rural elite was instrumen-

tal in creating ... planters needed to ensure that no other party stepped

forward to act as the workers’ protector in commercial and legal dealings.

In short, planters had an interest in maintaining a racist state and preven-

ting federal interference in race and labor issues. (856)

For much of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, individual Southern

plantation owners had the local political influence to ensure the delivery

of protection and, by the turn of the century, the collective political influ-

ence at the state level to create a discriminatory socio-legal environment

from which they then offered dispensation. (858)

It is patently obvious that whatever system is being described here it is not

paternalism. Would a “father” treat his “children” in such a manner? Hardly; or only

if he were an abusive parent, which does not at all capture the richness of the word

“paternalism.”

Nor is this a mere quibble about semantics. Rather, this constitutes the em-

ployment of the “straw man” argument. AF set out to castigate an institution, but in-

stead of adhering faithfully to its actual characteristics, they manufacture an en-
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thank Mark Thornton for helpful comments.



tirely new set out of the whole cloth; since these are highly negative, and rather in-

flammatory, they attempt to color the institution of paternalism in their negative

glow.

A far better description of what AF call “paternalism”2 in the above citations

would be “thralldom,” “exploitation,” or better yet, “protection racket.” This is pre-

cisely what the Mafia is accused of doing: demanding “protection money” to guar-

antee safety from their own depredations. Alternatively, if AF insist on investing

the word with this totally new pejorative meaning, all men of good will can readily

agree with them that paternalism is a completely nefarious system. But this would

be a phyric victory, indeed, on their part.

Let us now consider several of the other arguments put forth by AF in their

critique of paternalism. These authors seem particularly exercised3 by the verbal

and bodily contortions (Scheflen, 1972) typically undergone by the reconstruction

blacks forced to exhibit “racial etiquette”: the tipping of the hat, the bowing and

scraping, the avoidance of looking white women in the eye, etc. (865, fn 34). But

this was enforced by threat of violence: blacks who failed to act in such a manner

ran the risk of being lynched (Brundage, 1993; Cutler, 1969; Wright, 1990;

Finkelman, 1992). It had nothing to do with what we may call “pure” paternalism:

the paternalism of AF minus the violent aspects. Further, AF tells us that “Blacks

were expected to show deference to whites in general under the system of social

control, but in particular to employers who provided paternalistic benefits” (861).

The difficulty, here, is that they vouchsafe us no evidence for the latter part of this

claim. On the contrary, there was no great differential in the amount of “respect”

a black was expected to show his employer, vis a vis other powerful whites.

What all whites had in common in this sorry time of our history was the threat of

violence for “disrespect.” Paternalism alone did not garner any significant addi-

tional kow towing over and above that accorded other (especially powerful)

whites. If the non violent part of what AF call paternalism were solely responsi-

ble, there would be no need for any excessive “respect” for other whites. That it

was given nonetheless is surely strong evidence that what motivated blacks was

the ever present threat of violence – not fulfilling their part of the so called pater-

nalistic bargain.

This can easily be seen by considering other cases of paternalism which

operated in a context totally free of threats of violence. For example, private char-
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2 – Kleinig (1983, p. 5) does not conflate paternalism and the initiation of violence or threats thereof.

He states: “... there are ... ways in which paternalistic limitations of liberty of action can be

achieved, but where coercion need not be involved. If Ruritania restructures its aid program so

that needy citizens are given food ... instead of cash, their liberty to spend is limited though no co-

ercion takes place.” Similarly, McLaurin (1971, p. 16) criticizes the view put forth by AF: “... there

was an essential difference between the plantation and the factory, between the slave or tenant

farmer and the mill operative. Physical force, not paternalism, kept the Negro on the plantation.”

3 – And properly so, from my own moral perspective.



ity. The Salvation Army and the Shriners are world renowned for providing for

needy people; this is “pure” paternalism, utterly divorced from even a hint of

threatened violence. The same applies to I.B.M. and many Japanese firms. They

act paternalistically (Bennett, 19xx), but engender no excessive deference, be-

cause they offer no threats of physical violence.4

Another problem with the AF analysis stems from their overly narrow con-

ception of paternalism; they see it as intrinsically bound up with the employee –

employer relationship. But there is more to paternalism than can be found in their

philosophy. To wit, the governmental welfare system they see as a substitute for

paternalism is itself an embodiment of that very institution. In AF’s view, such gov-

ernment programs as Social Security, the Farm Security Administration (860),

Great Society programs (865) and the “welfare state” (866) are not themselves

paternalistic, but are instead substitutes for paternalism.5 This is false. Welfare re-

cipients may not have to demean themselves in the exact same manner as perpe-

trated on reconstruction blacks, but they do have to go through several embar-

rassing hoops (Murray, 1984; Piven and Cloward, 1971) in order to collect the

funds allotted to them. Sometimes this reality is subjected to an ill disguised ve-

neer. For example, calling welfare recipients “clients” is a transparent way to try to

hide the facts of the case. But the subservient status of those on the dole is none-

theless a reality.

It is interesting to compare the murder rate under the modern paternalism

(the welfare state) much preferred by AF, to the number of lynchings under the pa-

ternalism of reconstructionism they much excoriate. Contrary to the expectations

engendered by their view, the later period compares very unfavorably with the

earlier.6 Say what you will about the evils of paternalism of the south at the turn of

the century, but the average person – to say nothing of the average black male –

had a better chance of living to a ripe old age – at least as far as being victimized
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4 – Other cases of deference occur under different sorts of “threats.” We defer to the postman other-

wise he will “lose” our mail; we defer to the clerk at the Motor Vehicle Bureau or we will be forced

to wait, interminably, at yet another queue; we defer (tip) the cab driver out of fear that he will

make a fuss if we don’t; the waitress has the additional threat of poor service; similarly, the bag-

gage handler at the airport can send our luggage to the wrong city, the garbage man can spread

refuse in front of our homes, and the full professor can play havoc with the tenure decision of the

assistant professor.  All of these cases are prime candidates for “excessive deference.”

5 – They state: “... paternalism disappeared in the late 1950’s and early 1960s” (860).

6 – According to Wright (1990, Appendix A, pp. 307-323) there were only 353 lynchings in Kentucky

between 1866 and 1934, most of the victims, but not all, being blacks. In contrast, there were 251

murders in that state in 1991 alone (Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1993, tables 31, 302).

Brundage (1993, Appendix A, pp. 262-263) reports that in 1880-1930 19 whites and 461 blacks

were lynched in Georgia and 15 of the former and 71 of the latter in Virginia for these years. In the

single year of 1991, almost 900 people were killed in Georgia, and more than 550 in Virginia (Sta-

tistical Abstract of the U.S., 1993, tables 31, 302).



by murder is concerned – under planter paternalism than under the variety prac-

ticed by the welfare state.7

But we have not yet mentioned all sorts of other instances of paternalism

which are not objectionable in any way, manner shape or form. Professional box-

ers, football and basketball players, very successful singers, dancers, musicians

and movie stars – and innumerable others who earn vast wealth at a very young

age – are often put on an allowance by their agents, accountants, business man-

agers (Kleinig, 1983, p. 55-58). This is done totally volitionally,8 but it is neverthe-

less paternalistic, in that these high income earners form a child-adult relationship

with their financial advisors. In this regard, too, we must count that legion of other

professionals who treat us almost as children: psychologists, psychiatrists, social

workers, marriage counselors, clergy, spiritual advisors – all of them minister to

our (child-like) psyches. They take on a quasi-parental role with us, their charges.

They have their counterparts with regard to our bodies: dieticians, weight trainers,

golf coaches, etc. These cases all depict a paternalistic relationship – one that is

entirely voluntary. We hire our “parents”; we can fire them at will. They all tell us

what to do – for our own good!

The problematic nature of the system described by AF as paternalistic is ac-

counted for by the “thralldom” “exploitation,” “protection racket” aspects. When

these are removed, what still remains of paternalism is unobjectionable.

AF also take great umbrage at “plantation stores or designated stores in the

county or town” which supplied “in-kind goods” (865). They imply that there was

something intrinsically problematic about such commercial arrangements, but this

is clearly not the case. Many department stores, super markets, restaurants and

other such commercial establishments have established fringe benefits for their

employees in the form of discounts, gifts of merchandise sold in the store, etc.

(Licht, 1991, p. 63). Should this practice be interpreted as exploitative, and intrinsi-

cally so? Hardly.

They wax eloquent about the indignities heaped upon black shoppers:

“merchants did not permit blacks to try on clothing ...” (865), but many stores fol-
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7 – It is interesting to compare the two paternalisms, state and private, with regard to competitiveness

and accountability. Clearly, the latter is preferable to the former in this regard. In each case, if

satisfaction is not given, people can “vote with their feet.” That is, they can move from state to

state or from plantation to plantation. However, the latter is far larger than the former, and thus

harder to negotiate. Further, if a state suffers out migration, there is no one in a position to do any-

thing about it - governor, mayor, etc., – who loses money thereby. If this occurs to a plantation,

the owner suffers almost immediately, as he cannot function without a work force.

8 – This applies to adults; child movie actors are of course treated paternalistically – by their parents

– but this is a separate issue.



low such policies.9 They bemoan the lack of “discretion over where .. the black ten-

ants and croppers ... shopped” (865), and single out the “commissary” (866) for

condemnation, but numerous institutions follow similar practices, with no obvious

attendant problems. For example, guests on cruise ship lines and hotels (at least

in the Catskill Mountains of New York State) are totally dependent on the relevant

“commissary” during their stays. In the former case, there may be no source of

food for hundreds, thousands of miles. Yes, violence and the threat thereof can in-

deed be used to exploit people, and blacks in the south for 100 years after the civil

war were indeed victimized. But, contrary to AF, this had nothing to do with institu-

tional arrangements concerning “commissaries,” “plantation stores” or “desig-

nated stores.”

There is no doubt that blacks were subjected to numerous indignities in

those days, eloquently attested to by AF. But this was logically unrelated to pater-

nalism. To see this, reflect on the fact that Jews and orientals were also treated in

harsh, unfeeling and intolerable ways (Sowell, 1983, 1994), but all in the total ab-

sence of paternalism. Yes, blacks were treated badly, and also engaged in pater-

nalistic contracts. But neither implies or is implied by the other.10

Then there is the issue of share cropping, “share contracts and paternal-

ism” (864). Contrary to AF, there is nothing intrinsically exploitative about such

commercial arrangements either Cash, 1954, p. 174). At the very least, many peo-

ple who have been “victimized” by them would be very surprised to learn that they

had been at all exploited. For example, many large legal and accounting firms

award shares to each of the (senior) partners. The support staff, and the junior

professionals, are ofttimes on fixed salaries. Many fishing boats follow similar pro-

cedures. For example, the captain receives 10 shares, the mate 5, the skilled

hands 3 and the cabin boys 1. Sometimes professional athletic teams share the

proceeds of post season games, sometimes awarding injured players partial

shares. Some large industrial firms engage in profit sharing with their workers

(Raff, 1991). This is all part and parcel of residual income claimancy; only instead

of a clear delineation between the risk taking entrepreneur and the risk avoiding

employees, as in the usual case, sharing, or share cropping blurs the line.

To summarize the points made in this section let us by all means join AF in

looking askance at the protection rackets perpetrated on the blacks by the rural
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9 – True, they do not usually disciminate on the basis of race in these policies, at least in the modern

era, but rather prohibit all customers from trying on clothes. In this case, the blacks of whom AF

speak were no worse off than all customers in the present day. For an economic analysis of racial

discrimination, see Block, 1992) and Epstein (1992).

10 – Friedman (1994) wrote scathingly of the paternalistic practices of the Herschey Chocolate com-

pany in Herschey, Pennsylvania – the company store, payment in kind, lack of shopping alterna-

tives, and other practices of single industry towns – along much the same lines as AF. But as long

as these locational choices were voluntary on the part of the employees of this firm, it is hard to

see how any such policies can be coherently objected to.



white southern elites. But AF throw out the paternalist baby with the coercive stat-

ist bathwater. A clearer distinction between these two very different phenomena is

needed.

3 – Causal explanation

We begin this section on a philosophical note. AF propose a causal chain.

First, mechanization leads to a reduction in paternalism; this, in turn, leads to a

rise of the welfare state.

How are we to interpret this explanation? Is it a general law of economics,11

similar to the claim that rent control leads to a reduction in the quantity and quality

of rental housing, or that the minimum wage law causes teen and other unskilled

unemployment? Or does their exegesis amount to a one time once and for all acci-

dental concatenation of events, such as the assertion that in Cleveland, in 1982,

the demand elasticity for roast beef was 10%? If it is the latter, it is well nigh worth-

less as an explanation of events; at best it can be a description, or the uncovering

of a coincidence. But if the former, it must pass the test of generalizability; it must

exhibit a modicum of lawfulness. That is, we must be able to verify the proposition

by ascertaining whether other instances of the rise and fall of paternalism lead to

similar results. If so, this is evidence in behalf of their thesis; if not, then against.

We must also compare their interpretation with others which have been put forth to

account for the rise of the welfare state.

For example, let us contrast the situation of blacks in the south with native

Americans on Indian reservations (Prucha, 1985). This is a reasonably good anal-

ogy insofar as paternalism is concerned, for if there is a paradigm case of this phe-

nomenon, it is probably the reservation system. As much as paternalism may

have characterized the relationship between black freedmen and plantation

owner south of the Mason Dixon line, this applies even the more to that between

the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and those people unfortunate enough to be lo-

cated on reservations.12 If the phenomenon focussed on by AF is more than a

mere coincidence, then, we could confidently expect similar occurrences in this

case. To wit, we would look forward to an initial resistance to the welfare state on

the part of the BIA, followed up by acceptance, or at least by a reduction in the op-
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11 – See Hoppe (1991, 1992), Mises (1957).

12 – With regard to accountability, the reservation Indian is in a worse position than the (freed) planta-

tion black, because there is more effectiveness in the competition in the private sector than in the

public.



position. In the event, of course, no such situation has ensued, which tends to dis-

parage the AF thesis.13

Naturally, in historical analysis, one can not hope for definitive break-

through explanations which must, by the force of their logic, be accepted by all and

sundry forthwith. Instead, we are forced to resort to what AF reasonably call “cir-

cumstantial evidence” (861).14

In this regard we have already posited some half dozen incidents of pater-

nalism which were not linked with anything of the sort posited by AF; this certainly

cannot be counted as evidence in their behalf. Moreover, their historical claim is

certainly a counterintuitive one, since most explanations of the rise of the welfare

state are very far removed indeed from southern agricultural concerns.

Most commentators, for example, give responsibility for the birth of the

modern welfare state to the efforts of Karl Marx, or to those of the Fabians. Piven

and Cloward (1971), cited favorably several times by AF (865, 869), offer a revi-

sionist perspective very much inconsistent with their own. They account for this

system as an attempt to quell the incipient tendency of the poor to riot by throwing

money at them when they were restive, and withdrawing it when they were not.

Then there is the left wing revisionist story offered by Kolko (1963) which main-

tains that big business interests in the North and East (not the South) saw

welfarism as a means of solidifying their control over the economy. There are also

those who work in the tradition of what might be called right wing or Chicago revi-

sionism (Krueger, 1974; Posner, 1975; Tullock, 1967; Buchanan, Tollison and

Tullock, 1980) which would explain the advent of this system in terms of “rent

seeking,” the rise in the power of social workers and other such professionals. But

we have barely begun to explore the wealth of theories of the welfare state. Any

reasonably complete listing must also include the thoughts of Kristol (1978),

Raimondo, (1993), Schaffer (1991). It must be counted as a weakness of the AF

presentation that they not only eschew criticizing these alternatives to their own

theory but fail to even mention them. Nor do AF apply their theory to other coun-

tries. Yet, if it is a new general rule they have discovered, as opposed to a coinci-

dence, it would apply there too.

In addition to the failure to criticize alternative hypotheses, there are several

weaknesses in the account of the welfare state offered by AF itself. For one thing,

it is predicated upon a very well functioning political process, or “political market-

place.” That is to say, AF claim that the Southern contingent to the Congress were

the agents of the rural elites, accurately reflecting their wishes and doing their bid-
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13 – Another analogy concerns victimless crimes such as gambling, drugs, tobacco. U.S. history is re-

plete with greater and lesser amounts of paternalism being imposed on those who engage in

these activities. Yet these waves of changes have not given rise to phenomena analogous to the

ones posited by AF.

14 – This is akin to Mises’ (1957) distinction between theory and history.



ding:15 “After the Civil War and especially after the disfranchisement of blacks and

poor whites, Southern Democratic congressmen viewed the rural elite as their

constituents” (858). It is hard to reconcile this claim with the fact that they were

only subject to recall every two or six years, respectively, for House and Senate

members, and that in any event they were judged on so much more than reduction

in opposition to the onrushing welfare state. It is difficult to see why Congressmen

from the Southern states would have paid a political penalty if they had maintained

their resistance to the Great Society. Many did, with no apparent loss in power or

prestige.16

Even the interpretation placed by AF on the voting behavior of these politi-

cians is problematic. They construe opposition to labor unionism, to increasing so-

cialism, and their defense of states’ rights and free enterprise, as paternalism and

racist imperialism. For example, “That role (as paternalists) ensured the opposi-

tion of planters to federal interference in Southern labor and race relations in the

first half of the 20th century” (853, material in brackets added by present author).

It does not seem to have occurred to AF that there could be other, more responsi-

ble reasons, even ideological ones, for opposing the leftward march of the Great

Society.

Another difficulty arises with regard to their explanation on the basis of in-

creasing mechanization. If increasingly sophisticated machinery lead to a reduc-

tion of paternalism and hence lowered the previous barriers to the welfare state

during the mid 20th century, it is undeniable that automation has increased at an

even faster pace between that time and the present. Given the causal explanation

offered by AF, the demand for the welfare state must be even stronger in the mod-

ern day. How, then, can we account for opposition to the statist welfare system

throughout the U.S., and in the south – perhaps the most conservative area in the

nation (Cash, 1954; Reed, 1992) – in particular?

A further point in this vein: mechanization does not seem to be a necessary

part of the process. The proportion of tenants to all householders in New York

City, for example, is very high compared to other cities. Many landlords act pater-

nalistically toward them, helping them out with jobs, loans, obtaining bail for their

children, etc., in much the same manner as in the time period discussed by AF. Yet

increasing mechanization plays no role in this process; nor has it lead to any ap-

preciable increase in the demand for government welfare; if anything, the reverse

is true on the part of landlords, a very conservative group of people. This further in-

dicates that the phenomenon discussed by AF may be more of a coincidence than

part of an economic law.
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15 – Recent economic literature is replete with numerous cases of “market failure.” So popular is this

refrain that it is unnecessary even to cite it. In contrast, the “political marketplace,” curiously,

seems unaffected by any sort of “failure” at all.  We live in curious times.

16 – One party government was the rule of the day in Southern states in this epoch, and that this would

have attenuated the competitiveness of the “political marketplace” even more.



In addition to the foregoing, there are several other analytic problems which

mar their presentation:

State AF: “... the South’s judicial system displayed a clear bias, meting out

sentences to blacks in the South far more severe than those given for correspond-

ing crimes in the North” (855). There may be bias against blacks involved here, but

if so, AF fail to show it. Suppose for example that for a given crime, the punishment

for blacks in the South is 10 years and that it is 5 years for blacks and whites in the

North. This case would appear to fit AF’s charge, but if the punishment for this

crime for southern whites is also 10 years, there is no discernable bias against

blacks. Rather, the South merely metes out more punishment than the North,17

but both could do it in a completely color blind manner.

AF see the existence of “farm-specific knowledge” entirely too much in a

one sided direction. They make the point that this “gave landlords an incentive to

curb the migration of tenants with such knowledge” (857). To be sure, they are

correct in this contention. But the obverse holds as well: the existence of

“farm-specific knowledge” also gives tenants an incentive to curb their own

outmigration, since their marginal revenue product is by definition higher on their

original farm than on any other to which they might move. Similarly, if it is true that

“The advances in science that accompanied mechanization increased and stabi-

lized yields, making the farm-specific knowledge of tenants less valuable” (861),

then not only did this “reduce... the economic incentive to provide paternalism”

(860) it also gave impetus for tenants to leave such places. This is because the

value of the human capital specific to the Southern plantation is shared by both

employer and employee (see Becker, 1964).

4 – Conclusion

AF offer us a very intriguing set of hypotheses: the welfare state is due to the

fall in the supply of paternalism on the part of rural Southern elites due to mechani-

zation, and a good thing too, since the welfare state is a vast improvement over

the old system.

In contrast, I have tried to show several weaknesses in their analysis; that

southern plantation paternalism, albeit harmful to the blacks who suffered under it,

has certain distinct advantages over its governmental counterpart; that the objec-

tionable part of this paternalism was the admixture of violence and threats; that in

their absence, “pure” paternalism (like voluntary trade) must necessarily benefit

both parties to it, otherwise one or the other would not agree to take part.
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17 – The encarceration rate in prison for the South is 267.0, per 10,000 population 18 years and older.

For the Midwest it is 145.5, for the Northeast 119.2 and for the West 152.6. Statistical Abstract of

the U.S., table 347.
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